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	NAME: Kazleti [K]
	DESCRIPTION: The Kazleti (Klingon) are a species originally native to the planet Kazletzin in the Piavon Regalias Sector. They are completely hairless, instead they have folds of skin on their heads. They have dark-purplish colored skin with mottled blemishes, above & sides of their eyes which have small irises. After a catastrophic natural disaster, 400 years ago, that forced the evacuation of their homeworld, the Kazleti have since become a divided race, with 1 faction joining the Federation, & the other the Klingon Empire. Many chose to swear fealty to Klingon Empire, & they became 1 of their most prominent subject species. Though there are some parallels between the two groups, time & distance have created 2 distinct & very separate societies. They hold literary & musical forms of art in high regard, particularly poetry & opera, & the study of these is extensively incorporated into the education system. They lead the way on fire retardant materials & safety systems.
	ERA: TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13: No matter where you go, there you are. 
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: The Kazleti were granted a harsh, barely habitable world to colonize by their new rulers, they survived & thrived on both the planet & in the Empire by emphasizing their existing warrior culture. They are known as bold warrior-scholar/poets, renowned for their skills in language & battle. They speak 4 native languages on their homeworld & able to learn many more during their lifetime. They are highly resistant to cold temperatures.
	TALENTS: Kazleti, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Eminent Scientist
	TALENT TEXT 1: Whenever you use the Science discipline, you gain an additional 1d20 for your roll. If successful, you gain 1 Momentum that can be used for Obtain information Momentum spend only. Bonus Momentum may not be saved.
	TALENT NAME 2: Born to Fight
	TALENT TEXT 2: You may re-roll 1d20 when making an attack. In addition, if an attack is successful, you generate 1 point of bonus Momentum which may only be spent to re-roll the damage roll or to increase the total damage. Bonus Momentum may not be saved.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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